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Let the outside in
TerraSpan lift and slide doors from Kolbe Gallery 

effortlessly merge an interior space with the 
outdoors with expansive glass panes. Offering 

panoramic views, these doors can be installed in 
living spaces of up to 60 feet, tucking into walls to 

enable full use of the space. 

kolbegalleryontario.ca

NOTOUCH FLUSH
Transform your water closet with the Touchless Toilet Flush Kit from Kohler. This easy 

to install retrofit easily fits most toilets and clips inside the tank allowing the option 
for regular or touchless flushing through the projection of an extremely reliable and 

accurate electromagnetic field. A subtle sticker to be applied to the exterior of the 
toilet lets guests know exactly where to wave their hand in order to flush. 

kohler.ca

Kate Thornley-Hall teams up with Quake Furniture
Toronto-based interior designer Kate Thornley-Hall and Lisa Turner, creative director/owner 

of Quake Furniture have teamed up to release the new Cedar carpet. Inspired by Turner’s 

drawings and celebrating the outdoor environment and landscape of the Pacific Northwest, 

the bark pattern features Thornley-Hall’s trademark bold, colour-saturated design elements. “I 

love to see my art realized in new mediums,” says Turner. “To have my designs evolve from the 

natural world and become transformed by colour, materials and finishes for the home has been 

so rewarding. Kate’s creativity, vision and talent, combined with my artistic inspiration, has been 

a wonderful symbiotic adventure.” Retailing for $110/sq.ft. the Nepalese-made hand-knotted 

Chinese silk and Tibetan wool carpet, available in a variety of colours to fit both statement and 

pared down esthetics, is being manufactured in both standard and custom sizes. “The materials 

chosen to produce the Cedar design enrich the pattern created by Lisa, adding physical 

texture and creating visual impact,” says Thornley-Hall. “Using rich, saturated colours, we could 

juxtapose the organic material in a pop art way that still honoured Canada and our natural 

surroundings, but also felt modern and bold at the same time.” 
katethornleyhall.com; ycocarpet.com

WATERFILTERING FAUCET
Featuring exclusive water-air patented technology to infuse ozone directly into water, 
Lenova’s new Ozone faucet collection effectively removes more than 99 per cent of the 
most common bacteria and pesticides found on food, hands and kitchenware. Instantly 
killing pathogens through the use of a patented chamber inside the spout, Lenova’s 
Ozone faucets are 3,000 times more germicidal than chlorine. Available in six styles for 
bath or kitchen including Single Lever, Twin Lever, Pull Out, Filtered Water and Ozone 
Sensor in either a brushed nickel or polished chrome finish. 
Go online for retailers.

lenovasinks.com
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